What Does It Do?

An all-new concept in mail handling, the KR 345 takes the hassle out of sorting and traying mail. Part shingle conveyor, part edge stacker, the KR 345 combines the advantages of each system into a simple, laborsaving unit. Product is shingled in the conventional manner using a high-speed in feed table and clutched conveyor belts.

A two-position backstop creates offsets in the stream indicating zip and bundle breaks. The KR 345 then converts the shingled stream into an upright position. Sliding entire bundles off the side of the conveyor into the mail tray makes tray filling quick and easy. For applications where edge stacking is not possible, the KR 345 converts into standard shingle conveyor mode.

Key Features:

- Automatic sorting combined with edge stacking makes mail tray filling quicker and easier
- Produces a consistent shingle under all conditions
- Clearly evident tray breaks
- Use the KR 345 with most standard inkjet addressing and inserting systems.
Why Choose An AMS Conveyor?
AMS is one of the UK’s leading suppliers of mailroom equipment. As well as having a dedicated team of knowledgeable experts to offer advice and bespoke solutions to suit your mailing needs, we have a well-trained customer support team and highly skilled team of field engineers to support you after your purchase.